some of the load off Denise by sharing more of the clean-up, she was feeling more amorous toward Ron. He also noted that doing the chores helped him decompress: "After a day of what I do, dealing with all sorts of crises and complaints, washing baby bottles in our quiet apartment is such a relief.

In this chapter, we went beyond individual work-stress coping skills and took the next step in achieving work-life balance: looking at how you think and what you do as a couple to create and preserve that balance. We challenged two major misconceptions about how to attain work-relationship balance—the "work harder and get better organized" theory and the "search for perfect equanimity" theory. We identified how four of the five major myths about couple time—the Myths of Spontaneity, of Perfection, of Total Control, and of Quality Time—drive those two problematic theories of work-life balance. You were introduced to an alternative: the seesaw theory of flexible, dynamic work-life balance, which is supported by the latest research. You learned specific strategies for attaining this realistic balance and for preserving not only quality but quantity time for your relationship. You saw that by challenging the fifth major myth about couple time—the Housework-Fun Incompatibility Myth—you could not only locate ready-made rhythms for connection in the chores you must do anyway, but also create a greater sense of fairness between you and your partner. This could increase the likelihood of igniting or restoring sexual passion in the female partner, especially if the male partner takes up more of the home-management and child-care tasks.

You learned how some of the other time issues covered in this book—pace differences, time perspective, punctuality, and rhythm—figure centrally in the challenges couples face in achieving work-relationship balance, and how to use your awareness of your differences to help build a better balance. And through the stories of other couples I've helped and the techniques I've shared with you, you've learned how to apply the Four Rs of changing couple time patterns—reveal, revalue, revise, and rehearse—to create your optimal work-life balance.

So you have the right ideas and you've got the tools. Now it's up to you to use them!

Syncing and Flowing as a Couple

I WANT TO RETURN to this book's original theme. It started with me and my relationship to time. I was a professional drummer and then became a psychologist and couple therapist. As I trained for my new career, I instinctively applied what I'd studied about making music to understanding couples. It won't be a surprise to hear that most therapists assimilate or integrate the new theories and techniques they learn into the theories with which they're already familiar and comfortable. For instance, if a therapist was first trained to think psychodynamically—to think about how the unconscious meanings and feelings from early childhood motivate behavior—when she adds some behavior techniques (such as relaxation training) to her helping repertoire, she's likely still to think about how the client's unconscious feelings will be affected by learning these relaxation techniques.

Similarly, I assimilated the theory and practice of couple therapy into a theory from outside psychology altogether—music theory, especially rhythm. Doing so has allowed me to make some new discoveries about relationships that I wouldn't have noticed staying only within the theories of psychology. I brought my experience of creating great relationships through playing the drums to what I was learning about creating great couple relationships.

Being a drummer in a band is similar to being a partner in a couple. The art, craft, and science of making great music with others are quite similar to making great music with an intimate partner. Both allow us to play. And relationships that feel like play, instead of hard work, are what we desire. As the psychoanalyst Donald Winnicott wrote, "It is in playing and only in playing that the individual child or adult is able to be creative and to use the whole personality, and it is only in being creative that the individual discovers the self." And it is in play that partners discover and truly enjoy one another. Let me explain.
The role of a drummer in any ensemble—whether it’s jazz, soul, funk, rhythm and blues, country, or even classical music—is to impose temporal order on the music. Our job is to “keep time.” We are charged with establishing and keeping “the groove,” the “time feel,” the beat, so that others can relax and feel energized to play the melodies and harmonies that make up the rest of the music. So, we drummers must exert our musical opinion on the rest of the group—we have to be leaders. As the great drummer Mike Clark, who while playing with the famed jazz pianist Herbie Hancock revolutionized jazz and funk drumming—and whose beats are frequently sampled by such diverse artists as Janet Jackson, Prince, Grandmaster Flash, Britney Spears, and Christina Aguilera—says, “As a drummer, you have to have a point of view.” If we drummers impose our rhythmic point of view on the ensemble without listening, we dominate and alienate the other musicians. And they will ignore us—or worse, we’ll get fired! So we must be forceful yet listen all the time. We must be responsive to their rhythmic needs yet keep our own groove going.

I think that fits pretty well with what happens in relationships when partners aspire to have equal power and influence on their joint lives. Each partner has a point of view, each expects respect for that point of view, and each needs to respect the other’s point of view. You have to understand your partner is another human being—an independent human with his or her own pace, approach to punctuality, time perspective, and rhythms—not to mention particular problems balancing work and life.

If you want to approach being in an intimate partnership in the same way that a drummer approaches being in a band, what are the key things you need to know to make your relationship great and keep it great over time?

**Big Ears: Cultivating Deep Listening and Clear Communication**

One of the highest compliments a drummer (or any musician, for that matter) can receive is to be told, “You’ve got big ears.” This is not a comment on the anatomical size of one’s ears; it means you’re a sensitive listener—“you hear me and respond supportively.” If instead a drummer is rockin’ (or swingin’) away, eyes closed in blissful self-absorption, immersed in his own beat without regard for what the other musicians are playing, he or she is likely not to keep that gig too long. In order to play with others, you have to listen.

You also have to speak clearly. Drummers who play beats that are too complicated and that keep changing don’t establish the dual feeling of comfort and excitement that is the hallmark of a great beat. One of my greatest drum teachers, Fred Buda of the Boston Pops Orchestra, put it this way: “The job of the drummer is to create a rhythmic carpet for everyone else to walk on.” When it’s hard to understand what the drummer is saying,” the guitarist or bassist will turn around quizzically—they can’t get a clear read on what he or she is playing, so they can’t do their thing. Fired.

As a couple, you may communicate quite well. If so, keep doing it! But if you find communication difficult, especially about problems, I highly recommend a set of research-tested techniques from a program called PREP® (Prevention and Relationship Enhancement Program) developed at the University of Denver’s Center for Marital Studies.

**Step 1: Avoid Hostile Communication Patterns: The “Time Out” Rule**

The first step in the PREP® approach is to identify quickly when you are falling into destructive communication patterns, and to stop. In chapter 1 I introduced the four major problematic communication patterns identified in research with thousands of couples: Escalation, Withdrawal, Invalidation, and Negative Interpretations. Here are some specific forms of escalation to note and to avoid.

- Summarizing self syndrome: arguments in which each of you reiterates the same point over and over, often with increasingly critical or contemptuous affect (as in “You don’t know what the hell you’re talking about,” followed by “Oh, I see, you are the expert. Huh, some expert!”)
- Yes, but: prefacing statements with a “yes, but,” which gives the patina of listening and seeing the other’s point of view, even though what follows shows you still insist on your opinion and your way.
- Cross-complaining: responding defensively to your partner’s complaint about one area of your life together (“You didn’t clean up the kitchen like you said you would”) with a complaint in another, sometimes wholly different domain (“Well, you never initiate sex…so we’re even”).
- Kitchen-sinking: piling on every complaint you have about the other, rather than focusing on what’s making you mad now. Example: “We need to talk. I am just so fed up with you. You are constantly late, you never call to check in with me or the kids. I have to do all the housework, you’re nasty to my parents when they come to visit, you’re
gaining weight, and you look terrible, you seem to have no trouble spending money on yourself, but when it comes to me, you're a total cheapskate, and, and, and...you leave your dishes in the kitchen sink, as if I'm supposed to clean up after you.” This leaves the partner feeling bad, defensive, and unsure where to begin to respond.

- Character assassination: rather than sticking to the specific action that upset you (“I am so angry that you picked Jimmy up late from soccer!”), making global statements about your partner’s personality (“You are the most irresponsible parent I've ever known.”). Sometimes character assassination takes the form of downright name-calling (“You're such an idiot.” “Face it: You're just a cold, cruel, shell of a man.” “And you're just a jerk.” “Pathetic loser.”).

- Catastrophic interpretation: also known as “always-never” statements. Global statements about the frequency of your partner’s behavior that take the form of “You're always late, you're never on time.” “You're always rushing around and making me nervous.” “You never clean up after yourself, I always have to do it.” Even when statistically true, framing one’s complaints in this global way usually (not always!) generates defensiveness. It’s better to stick to a particular event, even if the problem has happened frequently.

- Blaming: laying total responsibility for the problematic situation at your partner’s doorstep. (“The reason we have no time together is that you can't seem to manage your work.” “The reason we don’t get invited to parties anymore is that you always want to leave just as the fun is starting.” “We'll never be able to move on to the future unless you stop constantly talking about what we did wrong in the past.”) You might ask what to do when it’s factually true: It may be that the reason a couple has no money is that one partner gambled away a small fortune, or the reason they rarely see one another is that one partner is frequently away on business. But like with always-never statements and character assassinations, it’s best to avoid phrasing things in a blaming fashion. Instead, stick to telling your partner how you feel when he or she behaves in certain ways in particular situations. Be specific! That will help you and your partner know exactly what needs to change.

Make a pact with one another that if you start into an argument and find yourselves escalating in any of these ways, or withdrawing, invalidating, or making negative interpretations and mind-reading statements, you will stop! Call “Time Out” or “Stop Action,” or raise at this moment your own personalized verbal flag that says, “Let’s cease and desist,” and schedule a time to talk about this issue within 48 hours using the skills I will teach you next. (“Too Hot,” “ER,” and “Red Balloon” are some of the unique phrases invented by couples I’ve worked with to call a time out.) Believe me and the research—continuing to argue using any of these destructive patterns leads to naught. A couple that fights dirty won’t recall the substance of their argument, but the hurt will stay with them. You’ll remember that the person who is supposed to love you criticized and blamed you and, on top of that, invalidated your feelings when you tried to express your point of view. Break out of this mode of communication; take a little time to breathe and calm down. (Don’t spend the “time out” ruminating about how bad your partner is—distract yourself, listen to music, do anything but build up steam to become even more upset!) Then reapproach the issue using the following skills.

**Step 2: The Speaker-Listener Technique**

In the Speaker-Listener Technique, one partner is the Speaker and the other the Listener. First decide on the topic. Money? Kids? Sex? Time together? Work-family balance? Housework? The Speaker then takes the “floor,” and PREP® even has some nifty cards called The Floor that look like a floor tile and have the rules of the Speaker-Listener Technique printed on them. Use this, or some physical object to remind you both of who has the floor. When you’re the Speaker, speak for 10 to 15 seconds, keeping it really brief—a sentence or two, at most—and talk about your thoughts, feelings, opinions, and points of view on the topic. Avoid suggesting specific solutions at this time—prematurely offering ideas for solutions can cut short the important process of sharing your feelings and thoughts. A second part of the PREP® communication problem-solving method will help you come up with creative, collaborative solutions. Right now, just take some time to explore and express how you see the problem and how you feel. As one couple to whom I taught this technique said, “It’s good, because we’re always in such a rush to solve things, we never really talk.”

The Speaker speaks, and then the Listener paraphrases—basically, as the Listener, just repeat what you heard your partner say. Don’t try to get too creative or poetic in summarizing what he or she said. And certainly don’t interpret it—as in, “What you’re really saying is that you have unresolved rage about your father that you are now imposing unjustly on me.” (All psychotherapists reading this book, take note—leave your finely honed
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psychological interpretive skills at the office, and talk to your partner as an equal. Instead, repeat back what you heard, and don’t forget to include any feelings your partner mentioned, using your partner’s own words—upset, frightened, anxious, sad, lonely, and so on. Don’t turn up the volume on feelings—if your partner said, “I feel a little upset when you come home late,” don’t paraphrase that as, “You get furious with me when I am late.” Stay with the language and feeling-intensity level your partner uses. Roll the words around on your tongue; hear the words in your inner “aural chamber.” And don’t just be a parrot—try to imagine what it feels like for your partner to see the problem as he sees it and to feel what she feels. This way of speaking opens a door into empathy and mutual understanding, and it helps you move from a you-versus-me-based relationship to a we-based relationship.

It helps if the Speaker states her or his issue in the form of an XYZ statement: a kind of communication algebra in which X stands for the partner’s behavior, Y stands the situation, and Z stands the feelings. “When you come home late (X) and we’ve planned to have dinner together for a change (Y), I feel frustrated and hurt (Z).” You can switch the order of the elements around: “I feel angry (Z) when you insist that we must spend all holidays with your family (X) when we rarely see mine and my mother is not doing well (Y).” After stating the main issue in the XYZ format, the Listener will know the territory, and the Speaker can leave the XYZ format aside and just riff on why this is upsetting—give examples, trace history, stuff like that.

If the Listener doesn’t quite accurately repeat back what the Speaker said, the Speaker should just repeat the part that the Listener didn’t quite get right (without any commentary like, “Ah, you see, you don’t care, you don’t listen to me”). Just repeat it—there are all sorts of reasons the Listener might not accurately repeat your words. Don’t assume the worst!

After the Speaker has taken four or five turns—each one about 10 or 15 seconds long, and each time with the Listener accurately paraphrasing—switch roles. If you were the Speaker, you now become the Listener, and if you were the Listener, you are now the Speaker. As the new Speaker, you should stay on the same topic to avoid cross-complaining, in which one partner addresses one issue and the other takes up another issue, leading to no resolution of either. The Speaker makes four or five statements on this topic, each accurately paraphrased by the Listener, and the floor goes back to the Listener, who becomes the Speaker once again.

When you return to the Speaker role again, I suggest that you devote your first turn to summarizing anything you heard from your partner that was new, or that you heard differently or more clearly. This avoids the

pattern in which each partner uses the Speaker-Listener Technique to politely reiterate his or her point of view—a kind of civil version of “summarizing self syndrome.” The whole point of using this admittedly hokey, structured technique is to reduce the emotional intensity around talking about problems so that you can each really hear one another’s points of view. When the other partner gets the floor back, you should do the same—use the first turn as the Speaker again to summarize anything new or more clearly heard. This process of reflecting deeply on your partner’s point of view starts to build better bridges of mutual understanding.

Any one conversation about problems shouldn’t go on for more than 90 minutes (remember what you learned in chapter 4 about the biological rhythms of interaction—after 90 minutes, the body and mind need a break). To make certain that you get back to discussing unresolved problems, create a “problem-discussion time” during your week. Any successful business or other organization has regular staff meeting times. As a long-term couple, you are an organization of two, with plans, responsibilities, and expected and unexpected challenges. Setting aside an hour to an hour and a half once a week to discuss and solve problems ensures that you will stay on top of the issues you’re facing and that you will practice good communication skills.

Creating this regular relationship management time also helps you partition problem discussions from the rest of your time together. You can then more fully enjoy the time you set aside for couple pleasure, work, or family time, because one or both of you is not constantly itching to bring up some problem that hasn’t been fully discussed. Building in time to talk about problems helps you to recognize what research has documented repeatedly: that all couples have problems, and it’s better to make space for them than to try to resolve them all at once or to become discouraged that you have problems at all.

When you’ve each said everything you have to say about this issue—whether this occurs in one sitting or over multiple conversations—you’re ready to move to the next step, problem solving.

Step 3: Problem Solving

By the end of a good Speaker-Listener conversation, you will arrive at one of three places:

1. You have clarified how each of you feels and realize all that is called for is apologies (one-way or mutual). This category might include scenarios where the husband learns that his wife gets upset
when he attacks her mother's political views and decides not to do that anymore. Or the wife who learns that her husband feels hurt when she doesn't smile when he comes home after work tries to smile more. No need for problem solving: It's clear what to do.

2. You started with different points of view, and by the end of the Speaker-Listener you've arrived at the same point of view. But you still need to figure out a plan for what to do next. Problem solving will help.

3. You started with different points of view, and by the end of the Speaker-Listener you've heard and appreciated each other's perspective, but you still hold to your ideas. Now you need to bridge these to create harmony. Problem solving will help.

There are four steps to problem solving, summarized by the acronym ABC+F.

A: Agenda setting. Pick the problem you will work on. If you've been talking about house chores, you may need to narrow it down to who's going to handle scrounging the kitchen counters or who's going to take out the garbage on which days. Life is filled with such mundane issues—don't avoid them; embrace them!

B: Brainstorming. Come up with every idea you can to solve the problem, without censoring any ideas. Get into what hypnotherapists call a "Yes Set"—anything is possible, and you never know how one wacky idea might lead to another that solves the problem. In other words, no No's allowed. Even if you think a spontaneous suggestion from your partner or yourself makes no sense, write it down (one of you should be taking notes).

C: Combine, Compromise, and Contract. Combine: Look at each of your top suggestions. How can you use the natural complement of your different points of view to your advantage? Which of your respective most treasured suggested solutions can you combine into a usefully complex plan? For instance, if one of you wants weekends to be lazy time, and the other likes to explore and do lots of stuff, can you devote one weekend day to laziness and one to activity? Or alternate weekends? If one of you is future-oriented about money and savings, and the other wants to spend on pleasures and needs of the here and now, can you find a way to put aside a certain percentage for the future and guarantee a certain percentage for now?

Compromise: Combining is much easier than compromise. Compromise always means giving up something. But research shows that compromise is a necessary act for long-term relationships to survive and thrive. The social psychology "law of reciprocity"—which governs everything from doing something nice for your partner after they've done something nice for you to buying something from a salesperson who first gives you a gift or "free offer"—suggests that, over time, when one partner compromises, the other will return the favor. Of course, there are certain big compromises that are hard to reciprocate. For one couple I worked with, he agreed to adopt the wife's niece, even though this would potentially change his career path. It's not yet clear how she can reciprocate. In another couple, she agreed to move to a town she didn't know and away from the city she loved, because that's where he found the best job. In yet another, he acceded to his wife's passionate wish to have one more child, even though he worried about money and had always said he only wanted one child. At some point, the compromising partner will likely feel compensated—maybe not around a single decision of the same magnitude but in smaller ways that add up. And if the other partner cannot fully reciprocate the act of compromise, he or she can at least appreciate it and show that appreciation in many ways.

Why should you make compromises? Because you want to be together, and your partner needs or wants something so badly that, if you can't agree to it, the relationship might break apart. Plus, we love our partners and want them to be happy. It may not be fair or balanced, but it's real life.

Welcome to the realities of long-term love! I'm not here to clean it up for you with simplistic self-help formulas. I'm here to prepare you to cope with reality. Add that to my 4 R's of change: Reveal, Revalue, Revise, Rehearse, plus Reality.

One of the most important compromises that you will both inevitably make in a life together (if you haven't already) involves discovering that there are differences between you that cannot change—or that can change a little but not completely. Instead, you will need to accept these differences and find ways to work with or around them. Throughout this book, you've learned how all relationships contain fundamental differences in partners' time orientations, in life pace, in feelings and behaviors around punctuality, in time perspective, in rhythms, in ideas about establishing work-life balance, and in preferences for how to allocate time. In completing each chapter's self-assessments and comparing your answers to your partner's, you've probably discovered a lot of differences that affect your relationship. You may have discovered how some of these differences have spun out into full-fledged polarizing patterns, in which you feel like timing opposites, with each of you trying to rein in the other's pace, or punctuality, or work schedule, or other time styles. And you've learned a whole toolbox of strategies for revaluing those differences, revising them enough to escape...
polarizing conflicts, and rehearsing the new patterns so that they become easy-flowing, automatic rhythms in your life.

Time dissonance is often based on differences in how we experience emotion, and in beliefs and habits established in our families and cultures of origin. Rather than expecting yourself or your partner to change these ways of being in time, I’ve encouraged you to learn to reveal how they show up in conflicts about communication, chores, children, sex, and other specific difficulties. Then, combine and bridge those basic time differences as a way to solve the specific difficulties. Acceptance is one of the most important attitudes and skills to cultivate in your marriage.

Contract. Once you and your partner have come up with a plan to solve the problem, write it into your to-do list, your phone, your datebook, or your organizer. Specify Who will do What by When and How. Unless you make a contract with one another, and agree to a time frame to carry out the concrete steps in your solution, it’s not likely to happen. Not for lack of motivation; just because you are already busy, and it’s hard to remember new plans.

F. Follow-up. Set a date and time to review how the problem-solving plan went. Having a deadline to review progress helps focus our energies and makes us accountable to one another. If there were unanticipated snags and snafus that interfered with achieving the plan, discuss how to overcome those, or go back to your brainstorming list and see if other ideas might help solve the problem.

Step 4: Identifying Hidden Issues

Getting stuck at any stage of the problem-solving sequence—unable to set an agenda, critiquing each other’s brainstorming ideas, finding little chance of combining or compromise—suggests there’s more to discuss. You need to return to the Speaker-Listener Technique and talk more about your respective feelings and positions on the issue. In particular, getting stuck suggests that the issue you’re talking about—whether it’s work-life balance, planning for the near or distant future, frustrations about one another’s pace, or anger about chronic lateness or monitored timeliness—represents even deeper “hidden issues.” Hidden issues include:

- Closeness and caring: You might feel that you’re just not loved or cared about. You might feel the expectations for expression of caring and affection are too great.
- Power and control: You might get the sense that your partner is trying to take charge against your will, controls the situation, and always gets his or her way. Or you might have the feeling

that you are left with too much responsibility and control—as in the “overfunctioning-underfunctioning” polarity described in chapter 1.

- Respect and recognition: You might feel that your partner does not respect you—about specific things like what you do for a living, how much money you earn, your opinions or knowledge on a certain topic, or in general as a person. Or that your partner does not recognize the efforts you make to contribute to your shared life.
- Trust: You might sense that you cannot really trust your partner or that your partner doesn’t trust you—with money, with tasks, with the children, to behave well in public or family situations, to be sexually monogamous (if that is your arrangement), to honor commitments not to gamble or abuse substances (if this has been a problem), to tell the truth, or to honor long-term commitments to the marriage.
- Integrity: You might feel that your partner behaves or asks you to behave in ways that violate your basic values, the law, or your physical and emotional integrity.

Acceptance. As discussed above, acceptance is essential to a satisfying and long-term marriage. It becomes a problem when you sense that your partner doesn’t accept you for who you are, what you do, and what you believe. If your partner does damaging, hurtful things or consistently evokes in you one or more of the other hidden issues (or if you do this to your partner), even when you’ve asked him or her to talk about these behaviors and stop, you need not accept this mistreatment. The line in the sand—when to stay or when to go—is different for every person, so there are no clear guidelines for when enough is enough. Relationships, our partners, and we ourselves are not perfect and can’t become so, and we must learn to accept our partners with their strengths and faults. Acceptance, however, is not unconditional. You need to decide when your partner’s lack of caring, attempts to assert too much control over you, disrespectfulness, untrustworthiness, and lack of integrity (or attempts to violate your integrity, including through abuse) are too much to endure. If you’ve given it your best shot and used (or tried to use) the techniques described to discuss your hidden issues, and nevertheless your partner refuses to change, you may decide you cannot accept your partner enough to remain together.

Assuming things are not that bad yet, let’s look at how to address hidden issues. First, identify the hidden issue or issues that underlie the problem for each of you. Then talk about them using the Speaker-Listener
Technique. I've devised a variation of the XYZ that I call the XYHZ, which simply inserts hidden issue language in your statement of what concerns you. Let's use the XYZ examples I presented earlier:

“When you come home late (X) and we've planned to have dinner together for a change (Y), I feel unloved and uncared about (H), and I feel frustrated and hurt (Z).” “I feel angry (Z) and like you have all the control over our time with extended family (H) when you insist that we must spend all holidays with your family (X) when we rarely see mine and my mother is not doing well (Y).”

Because hidden issues usually underlie more than one specific problem, it's useful to talk about all the different ways in which you feel uncared about, or controlled, or disrespected, and so on. The potential danger of doing this is that you may slide into "kitchen-sinking," and your partner will feel overwhelmed. To avoid this, make it clear that you are having a hidden issues conversation, rather than just launching into a list of complaints.

After you have identified the hidden issue (or issues—as I said, there can be more than one operating underneath any single problem) and where it pops up in your relationship, turn the floor over to your partner, who should identify the hidden issue or issues he or she experiences attached to the initial problem. For instance, if you raised the issue about your partner being late to the long-awaited dinner together, and you've then catalogued other situations when you feel unloved (partner doesn't ask you about your day, partner rarely offers to call your parents to see how they are doing, partner doesn't express affection in public), your partner might then say, “I understand that I hurt your feelings when I'm sometimes late to our dinners. I feel hurt that you don't seem to recognize how hard it is for me to leave work on time—even though I've told you how overwhelming and impossible this job can be.” She may then go on to list the ways in which she feels unrecognized for the efforts she makes and the many ways she does show love and care.

Once you've both had a chance to explore and express your respective hidden issues, you can then go back to the original problem (for instance, making those special dinners happen) and try to rework the solution, or you might decide to take on and solve some of the other issues you've identified through this process.

**Communication Skills and Deep Understanding**

Communication techniques I've described here will ensure that you and your partner discuss problems clearly and productively rather than destructively. They will help you meet the inevitable challenges of a life together as teammates rather than as opponents. They will help you to either resolve your differences or recognize the differences between you that you need to live with and accept. And they will guide you in exploring and resolving deeper, more extensive issues that surface in specific problems and conflicts, including those about time differences.

Practiced over time, these communication techniques and the attitude of mutual respect they embody will help you attain deeper understanding of your partner and of yourself. And deep mutual understanding is a central component of emotional intimacy. In order for there to be a strong and realistic sense of "we"—to move beyond a relationship in which there is only a "you" and a "me"—you need this deep appreciation and understanding of one another. And these ways of being in a relationship are not developed in a strict temporal sequence, in which first you get to know yourself, then get to know each other extremely well over time and, in lots of discussions, identify your differences and resolve them, and only then are ready to become a "we."

One of the greatest misconceptions of pop psychology is the notion that before you can love and truly know someone else, you need first to love and know yourself thoroughly. If this were the case, and if we followed this rule exactly, there would be few intimate relationships, and the human race would be extinct. Knowing and loving oneself is a lifelong process that occurs through relating to others. And the process of relating to others is rife with conflict, rifts, ruptures, tears (as in riots), and tears (as in crying). It's those hard, confusing, conflicting moments with a person we love in which we realize we're not as much a "we" as we thought we were. We need to stand back, see how we're each feeling, learn how the other is feeling, talk about it, and then try to resolve, repair, and reconnect.

This process of rupture and repair builds a better sense of self, greater understanding of our lover, and a more realistic, accurate sense of who "we" are as a couple. Conflict is inevitable in relationships. The key is to manage it well so that it becomes the energy that propels an upward spiral of growth in your relationship rather than a downward spiral of destructiveness and dissolution.

And by the way, this process of relational rupture and repair not only characterizes intimate couple relationships but is critical to the healthy attachment between parents and infants (and later, children) as well as close friendships. Struggle, moments of failure, difficulties—all are critical to growth, inventiveness, and creativity in both human relationships.
and our relationship to our work. Relationship conflicts can be transformative for both partners and the relationship.\textsuperscript{15}

In my work with couples, I notice that some clients are genuinely surprised that friction stole its way into their relationship. They are upset about not being a seamless “we,” and this hampers them more than the actual problems and differences. On the other hand, when one or both partners refuse to address problems, these typically fester and become more intense. Problems that we don’t face now will lead to discontent later on. Use the tools I’ve provided you to discuss and reconcile the problems you encounter in your relationship, and you will also glean the gift of deeper understanding.

\textit{Offer Frequent Thanks and Compliments}

Two of the most important and yet neglected relationship maintenance acts in long-term marriages are the compliment and the thank you. When we’re falling in love, it seems we’re overflowing with them—complimenting our partner on how they look, how they smell, their brilliant ideas, their tastes, and how they treat us. And we also thank them a lot—for treating us to dinner, for cleaning up the house, for how nicely they spoke to our overbearing mothers or uptight fathers at the first nerve-wracking visit with the in-laws. Yet as we build a life together and the years pass along, we start to take our partners for granted. How many times can you thank someone for cooking dinner, cleaning up the kitchen, taking care of the kids, working hard to bring in a good salary—stuff we do every day? Answer: frequently. More frequently than you probably do it now. And is it really necessary to tell your partner, who should know by now, that you love him or her and find him or her attractive? Answer: most definitely. You’ll be surprised at the way these simple acts, complimenting and thanking, grease the wheels of the relationship and create a bank account of good feeling and mutual appreciation that will help you endure the inevitable minor frustrations and hassles of shared living. You are simply less likely to bicker, fight, and find fault with someone whom you know appreciates you, and whom you appreciate. Laying the groundwork of mutual goodwill also makes it easier to address difficult conflicts. Research bears me out: John Gottman and his team found that couples who expressed their admiration and appreciation for each other were happier in their relationship, and their marriage lasted longer and proved more stable.\textsuperscript{16}

Compliments and thanks are a great warmer-upper when you do want to ask your partner to change his or her behavior in some way. If you wish he’d put his dishes in the dishwasher, a good way to bring this up is to start by thanking him for what he already does for the relationship. “Honey, I really appreciate how hard you work, and that you rarely complain even though your hours are so long and you often don’t get to eat dinner till late. But I’d really appreciate it, when you’re done eating, if you could rinse your dishes and stick them in the washer. Would that be OK?” Or if you wish she’d clear her mail off the dining room table, you might say: “You know, I really appreciate that you are so busy with work and then taking care of the kids when you get home. I don’t mean to add more to your load, but I’d so appreciate it if you could put your mail away after you’ve opened it. It’s just getting a little cluttered on the table, and I’m worried one day I’ll spill a little spaghetti sauce on a catalog or a bill or something. Would that be OK?”

While I’m on the topic of asking your partner to change, one of the most useful principles discovered by behavioral psychologists in studies of learning in all creatures, from slugs to humans, is the principle of shaping. Shaping is defined as “reinforcing approximations to the goal.” That means when someone is trying to learn to do something, it is encouraging if they are rewarded for their attempts in the right direction. Author Amy Sutherland writes about how she got her husband to put his dirty shirts in the hamper. When he did it, she expressed thanks or gave him affection; when he didn’t, she ignored it, a technique called the least reinforcing syndrome, which is based on the idea that any response to the problem behavior is likely to reinforce it. By positively reinforcing our partners’ attempts to do something we’ve asked of them, rather than criticizing those attempts as imperfect, and by ignoring the times when they do forget to do it entirely (as long as they are generally trying), we reinforce the positive behavior and, to use the technical term, extinguish the problem behavior. Sutherland learned these techniques while doing research for a book on training exotic animals.\textsuperscript{17} They work for kids, pets, employees and employers, and annoying parents and in-laws, too. Let’s face it, we’re all exotic animals. Or maybe even exotic animals are just as boring and predictable as we are!

And these behavioral principles work with band members. Nothing damages the trust and flow in relationships among members of a musical ensemble more than harsh criticism of a fellow player’s performance. Because playing music is a “full body” experience, uniting thought, feeling, and action, one can feel quite vulnerable in the act of performing. To play well, a musician must put heart and soul into it. So if one musician comes down hard on another after a performance, or during rehearsals or recording, it can be quite hurtful and cause the criticized one to pull back,
making it difficult to reenter the state of creativity and connection. And it affects the other members as well. The criticism breaks everyone out of the group trance that develops in playing music, leading everyone to become self-protective and disconnected going forward.

 Likewise, harsh criticism by one partner of another’s efforts and contributions can cut deep, leading to a mixture of hurt, anger, shame, resentment, and withdrawal. Emphasizing what you liked about what your partner did (whether it’s in the bedroom, in the kitchen, or wherever else activities occur), gently asking for changes, and encouraging approximations maintains a sense of “we,” and it avoids sending the partner into withdrawal or angry counterattack.

**Getting in Sync and Sustaining Deep Connection: Flow**

Throughout this book, you’ve learned how, by getting in sync through the many facets of time, you can achieve a healthy and happy intimate relationship. Now I want to take you a step further. I will teach you how, by getting in sync as partners in time and rhythm, you can attain a level of connection and intimacy with your partner in which you feel great pleasure, completely relaxed, not self-conscious, undistracted, and totally focused on each other. In this state, we become fully immersed in the moment, in the now, not worried about the past, and not worried about the future. This is the state of flow, a state Mihály Csíkszentmihályi and his colleagues extensively researched and found common to all creative, productive, enjoyable activities and relationships. It’s kind of a peak experience, which many athletes, performers, and others have trained for years to achieve. But to date, there’s been no concrete advice about how to attain the experience of flow with an intimate partner.

I’ll draw upon all the time themes of this book—temporal orientation (time feel), pace, rhythm, punctuality, time perspective, projected time lines, work-life balance, and time allocation—and show how to weave them together to create a great and enduring “we.” Because there is much to be learned from examining the direct parallels between how a musical ensemble gets in sync and attains flow and how a couple gets in sync and attains flow, I’ll start by describing how it works in a musical ensemble and then show how it works similarly in couples. I think this comparison will help you remember the main messages of this book. As long as you remember to think of you and your partner as a band, everything else I’ve taught you about the role of rhythm in couplehood will come “flowing” back to you! I know because I’ve pretested that idea with hundreds of now happy couples.

To create the moments of connection and shared creativity that characterize great musical performances, any ensemble must first get in sync on their goals for a particular tune. After picking the tune, what time feel will they play it in? George Gershwin’s American classic “Summertime” has been recorded in many different time feels—originally a ballad, it has been played as a faster-tempo swing tune, a Brazilian bossa nova, a blues-type shuffle, and even a slow funk tune. A band has to decide what time feel they will play the tune in.

I once unwittingly contributed to a moment of conflict between two of the jazz greats, trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie and singer Betty Carter. I was an 18-year-old freshman at the New England Conservatory in Boston and was invited to spend a week as part of the backup rhythm section for Dizzy and Betty for a week-long master class they were conducting at Harvard. A few days into it, one of the singer students asked to play “Summertime.” We started to discuss what time feel to use. Having recently heard a recording of Dizzy with his band play it as a slow funk tune, I brightly suggested it. He loved the idea, but Betty didn’t, and in a sharp-tongued tone she was famous for, she lashed out: “Dizzy, we’re here to teach these students jazz, not rock and roll!” Dizzy, characteristically friendly, mellow, and unflappable, dropped his grin and clearly looked embarrassed: “OK, Betty, OK.” I just hid behind my cymbals, hoping to avoid a similar tongue lashing. Thankfully, we got on with the tune—needless to say, played as a slow jazz ballad! But that’s the kind of conflict musicians can experience when it comes to deciding on the time feel of a tune.

For a band that hopes to create a career together, there is often long-term planning about what styles of music they will strive to create over time. What are their musical goals? What do they want to be known for? How can they respond to new developments in the world of music, the larger world of art and politics, and to the technological developments of recording music? The Beatles are a splendid example of a band that had a vision of themselves evolving over time, always responsive to the whirlwind of cultural styles and political events that characterized the 1960s and early 1970s, yet somehow retaining a core musical identity.

Likewise, for couples to achieve flow, they must share goals (research shows that having shared goals is the fundamental condition for mutual flow.
between people, both in the short term—for instance, deciding what to do on a Saturday (parallel to the decisions a band makes about a particular performance)—and in the long term (parallel to the decisions a band makes about its career), about the lifestyle they seek to build, whether or not to have children, how to balance work time and relationship time, where to live, how much to emphasize making money (and how much money), where and how much to travel or pursue other leisure activities, and other life goals.

For instance, as a couple, you may decide your weekends have been too hectic lately—too dominated by chronos—and you want to create a more off-the-clock, relaxed time feel this weekend, more of a sense of time-suspended aeon. Now you’ve got to figure out what you will do to achieve this—what particular activities, at what pace, how much time to allocate to each activity, in what sequence, when to start and stop each activity, and whether and when to take breaks. One version of such a weekend might include getting up late, making love, taking a shower together, going out for brunch or making a leisurely lunch at home, wandering around the city, strolling in the woods, or taking a walk wherever you live for a couple of hours; then separating for an hour or two to exercise, surf the net (not for work, just for fun), or just stare at a wall (relationship break time); and getting back together in bed for another love-making session or just to cuddle a bit and nap, followed by cooking a relaxed dinner or dining out at a favorite low-key restaurant, then maybe a movie and bed. Alternatively, you might get up early to watch the sun rise or listen to the rain together, have breakfast, read the paper, and lounge around on the couch all day, moving in and out of conversation and having food delivered. There are as many possibilities as there are couples and tastes for particular activities.

Back to the band: After deciding on the basic time feel, the group needs to refine the particular rhythms they’ll play on the tune. For instance, funk is a time feel, but within funk there are infinite variations of specific rhythms that can produce that feel. The same goes for all the musical time feel styles mentioned above. Often, it’s the drummer who suggests a rhythm, and the rest of the band then makes suggestions for refining it. Sometimes, though, another instrumentalist or the singer has an idea for the rhythm.

In addition to figuring out the rhythm of a tune, the band must establish whether or where the tune will have “breaks”—short or long periods of silence, usually punctuated by accents and particular rhythmic figures that the band plays in unison. The band also needs to decide whether or when to take breaks between tunes. A two-hour concert in which the band moves immediately from one tune to another can be extraordinarily exciting but may leave the audience (and the performers) exhausted. A two-hour concert with an intermission and pauses between tunes for a bit of stage patter and stories from the lead singer can create a sense of intimacy and moments for recovery. But breaks that go on too long can result in loss of momentum and boredom.

Similarly, as a couple, once you create a pattern of a weekend day that you enjoy and that achieves the desired goal of chilling out and connecting, you may decide to repeat it—each weekend or less frequently (either by choice, or because your relationships to work, children, extended family, or other persons and activities don’t allow it). When you repeat it, you’re engaging in a rhythm—in this case, a rhythm of relaxing.

In creating your relaxing weekend rhythm, you’ve designed a regular sequence of activities that includes periods of activity and inactivity—that is, time together and time apart, the relationship equivalent of musical breaks—in which each activity starts and ends at particular times, either specific clock times or broader times designated by phrases like late morning, early afternoon, and evening. Each activity within the rhythm lasts a certain length of time and occurs at approximately the same pace each time you enact the rhythm.

Of course, I’ve given just one example of a time feel for a weekend rhythm. If your weekends have been boring and seem to drag on forever—an overdose of aeon?—you may also want to create rhythms that capitalize on chronos, that provide more activities and that adhere more closely to the clock, as a way of generating a sense of forward movement and excitement. Or you may search out experiences that provide the time feel provided by kairos, seeking opportunities for serendipity and adventure and generating the heightened experience that comes from the unexpected, the new. All three of those time feels are available to you as a couple, and you can create rhythms that reliably generate those time feels through patterns of activities.

Back to the band. Along with the basic feel and rhythm, the group needs to decide the tempo, or pace. All rhythms can be played at an infinite range of tempos. For instance, a jazz ballad can be played extremely slowly, with a more spritely gait, or anywhere between. In addition, across the course of a tune, each soloist may want to change the tempo or time feel: Sometimes a ballad shifts into a double-time swing, or a bossa nova, or a funky groove. The transition into a new time feel and tempo brings a sense of novelty and enhanced immersion in the tune. It’s almost like starting afresh, and the contrast between the original tempo and feel and the new one can bring delight to the performers and the listeners. Returning at the end of the tune to a restatement of the melody and the original time feel and tempo can give the listener a sense of coming full circle, coming home after an
interesting journey and interaction of energy, emotions, and ideas among
the performers and with the audience.

Likewise, couples need to find a way to mine their pace differences so
that they can enjoy and make use of the wide range of activities available to
them. Couples need to create slow times, fast times, and a balance of these
paces over time. This makes life more interesting and makes couples more
adaptable to the circumstances around them, which sometimes call for quick
action and rapid movement and other times for patience and slowness.

The band then needs to work on starting the tune and ending the tune
at the same time. This is the punctuality aspect of music: showing up on
time—not just for the gig (which is a huge issue in the music business and
can make or break a band), but in the musical moment. This is more difficult
than it may seem, because those first and last notes always occur in a split
second. When a band fails to start and stop together, it sounds sloppy. This
is why some bands forgo attempting to achieve this level of unity by deliber-
ately having temporally loose beginnings and splashy, loose endings to tunes,
with the drummer doing lots of cymbal crashes and rolls (sustained notes).
On recordings, another trick is to have the tune fade out gradually rather
than end precisely. Lots of jam bands, in the tradition of the Grateful Dead,
use this loose approach to beginning and ending many of their songs. In
contrast, when the musicians achieve perfect synchrony on starts and stops
(including the starts and stops of breaks within the tune), we say the band is
tight. James Brown’s band was the ultimate example of tight; but to achieve
it, he rehearsed his band for hours, until they played completely in unison.

As we’ve seen, punctuality—showing up on time—can be a highly
inflammatory issue for couples. As can the process of negotiating and coor-
dinating rhythms. When couples cannot agree on the time they want
for the weekend, the amount of time they want to allocate to various activi-
ties (including amount of time together versus apart during the day), or the
sequence of the activities that should make up the rhythm; or when part-
ers differ radically in their paces of doing an activity; or when one partner
doesn’t show up on time for one or more activities in the rhythm—all these
disruptions in the joint rhythm of the day may prevent the couple from fully
immersing in a sense of flow and connection. Without the order provided by
rhythms, deep intimacy and effortless connection is impossible.

Back to the band. Throughout the performance, all the musicians are lis-
tening closely to one another and communicating (often through nonverbal
signals, but sometimes with a quick word or two). They are united by a basic
framework of melody, harmony, and rhythm but free to contribute their own
inspirations within the unifying frame. There is togetherness and separate-
ness among the performers—a me, a you, and a we. It flows—in the language
of music, it’s in the groove and, in the language of drums, in the pocket.

Just like in couples. You need to listen to each other and communi-
cate clearly. Interestingly, even the parallel between bands and couples and
use of technology is pertinent. The Beatles were pioneers in the use of the
rapidly evolving recording technologies, using them creatively to enhance
their sound. Yet they retained their identity. Other groups let the tempta-
tions of the new technologies take over their sound, and they lost their
musical identity.

When you lose control of the technology—by constantly texting other
people while sitting at dinner together, answering e-mails in bed when
your partner is waiting to make love (I’ve lately heard about a new practice
among the techno-savvy—texting each other during lovemaking: No com-
ment!), taking business calls while sitting on the couch chilling with your
partner, or accessing pornography instead of your loved one—this disrupts
the rhythms of relationship and opens the important gate between the
world outside and the intimacy of time together. And that time together is
essential to reaffirming your couple identity. On the other hand, you can
use technology to connect with each other in pleasurable ways when apart,
or to collect information about novel and enjoyable activities to add to your
rhythms, or if your tastes so incline, even to watch erotica together.

Because all relationships can sink into entropy unless they engage new
stimulation and challenges, couples seeking to sustain flow need to vary their
diet of leisure and other activities. For instance, you can move the compo-
ment parts of the rhythm around and still keep the time feel that the rhythm
provides. Just as in a band, you may tweak the rhythm based on your joint
preferences—having breakfast first and then retiring to bed for lovemaking,
or taking an early morning walk, then going to brunch, and then making
love. Rigidly followed sequences can start to feel stifling and uninteresting.
Flexibility is important for keeping your rhythms lively, so that they create
the temporal structure for the deep engagement of couple flow.

In addition to creating novelty by reordering the sequence of the activi-
ties that make up your rhythms, try varying when you do them—"performing"
your rhythms at different locations on the clock and calendar. Just as a band
mixes up its set list—the tunes they will play at a particular performance—
changing the time in the day, week, month, or year you do various life
activities can bring novelty and fresh experiences, as well as new chal-
lenges that can bring you and your partner together in invigorating ways.
It’s the balance between those comforting routines and rhythms and the novel experiences, finding the balance between change and stability, that characterizes healthy social groups of all sorts—from countries, to companies, to communities, to intimate couples.\textsuperscript{33}

\textit{Everyone in the Band Gets to Solo: Balancing Individuality and Togetherness}

Csikszentmihályi points out that for flow to occur in intimate relationships, there needs to be differentiation, with each member seen and valued as an individual, able to pursue his or her individual goals, as well as integration, the linking of energies in joint activities and purposes.\textsuperscript{39} Attainment of relationship flow also requires partners to devote attention to and interest in each other’s goals.\textsuperscript{34} As partners, you need to support each other’s endeavors and dreams, just as your friends would, without focusing immediately on how they would affect you. Much couple research emphasizes the importance of “mutual admiration” and friendship in long-term marriage.\textsuperscript{35} If your partner tells you he plans to quit his high-paying job and start a surf shop (especially if you live in Oklahoma or another state without ocean access), before you jump in with your understandable worries about the implications for you and the kids, you might ask, “Ah, that sounds great, honey. Tell me more about that dream!” In a long life together, along with a base of joint goals, there will inevitably be times when one partner’s passions take precedence over the other’s hopes and dreams, but also times when individual dreams must be deferred because they would interrupt attainment of important joint goals.

The key to preserving a sense of fairness is balance. In musical terms, if there are two drummers and one takes a solo and the other keeps the beat, at some point the principle of reciprocity dictates that they switch roles.\textsuperscript{36} In couple terms, keeping the beat may involve taking the lead on running the day-to-day exigencies of the home or earning the bulk of the income, while the other experiments with new career directions.

This of course sounds easier than it is. Life holds few guarantees, and it’s possible that once a partner embarks on a new professional direction in life, the dynamic between you two will change. If two members of a band decide they want to play music in a more rock ’n’ roll style while the others retain their dedication to playing jazz, that band will likely not survive long term. If you found large differences in how you responded to your personal timelines questions in chapter 5 and your time allocation questions in chapter 8, you need to talk seriously about what these differences portend for the future of your relationship. Using the Speaker-Listener Technique and problem-solving steps, figure out if you can combine and compromise on these critical life-course issues.

When partners treasure radically different goals and visions of life, it may not bode well for their future together. Compromise is difficult but doable. You might agree to shift your own career plans for a determined period of time while your partner pursues graduate school in another city. Then it’s reasonable to expect your partner to make your goals a priority, or find a situation in which both of your goals reign. The best balance is achieved when you share a rhythm of life on a daily and weekly basis and a long-term life trajectory of shared goals. These form a base for experimenting with new activities and directions. For instance, it’s one thing to give up the big job and try to open a surf shop while raising a family. It’s quite another for one or both partners to take up the hobby of surfing to try something new, which one New York City couple did, to great improvement of their marriage.

On the other hand, to sustain a long-term marriage, a couple must expect that at some point, life may hand them a major change that represents a significant challenge to sustaining their rhythms and their joint plans for the future. Some of these changes are unbidden—losing a job and remaining unemployed for a significant period of time, an acute or chronic physical or mental illness, the death of a significant person in the family or extended family, and simply the normal effects of aging, which may affect partners differently. For instance, if one of you becomes physically disabled, that may make certain activities in your accustomed leisure routine impossible or, at least, may change the pace of these activities markedly. When your last remaining elderly parent dies, and she had regularly taken your kids for a Saturday visit with grandma, you may need to change your weekend relaxation rhythm. If your income drops precipitously because one of you lost your job, you may need to forgo certain leisure activities, or the time available for pleasure may decrease because one of you has to work more on weekends. If one of you develops a terminal illness, you may need to radically reconfigure your long-term plans. You may decide to retire now, or greatly cut back on work and living expenses now instead of 10 years from now, in order to enjoy the few years left together.

While some changes and challenges requiring rhythmic and life-course adjustments are unbidden and beyond our control, others may be unanticipated changes in desires and personal goals experienced by one or the other partner. For instance, one of you may feel completely burned out on your
job or career and need to go back to school or receive extensive training to prepare for another. Or, if one of you has been a full-time parent, you may want to go back to work once the kids enter school. Or it may be that one of you, who in the early years of your relationship was happy to move to the other’s country and believed she would never want to return to her home country, now feels desperately homesick and wants to return. Or one of you decides to become more, or less, religious and wants to allocate much more, or less, time to religious or spiritual activities.

In most parts of the postindustrial world, if we are fortunate to have a certain level of financial and material security and health, many of us can expect to live twice as long as the majority of persons in our same social class even just a century ago. When the vow "'Til death do us part" was created as a standard part of Western wedding ceremonies, the majority of marriages ended by the time at least one partner reached his or her mid-40s. Now, instead of 20 years together, couples that wed in their early 20s can reasonably expect to have each other around for 50 to 60 years. That creates an entirely different set of challenges for staying the course of a marriage and set of joint goals. Adaptation and compromise are inevitable attitudes and skills for long-term marriage.

So is accepting disappointment. Some of the goals you planned together may not come to fruition, or at least not in quite the way you envisioned them. Your partner may not be entirely the same person at age 55 that he or she was at 26 when you decided to construct a life together. And neither, by the way, will you be. But you each may be able to adapt and accept the changes and stay together.

In order to stay together and adapt your rhythms and life pathway to a somewhat different course, you will need to use the communication and problem-solving skills I’ve presented—to talk and explore these new challenges and changes in depth, to develop a new understanding of each other, and to determine whether your goals are still in sync enough to remain a couple.

Finding a New Tune: Moving Beyond a Painful Past

In contrast to the difficulties of adapting to unanticipated changes in external circumstances and personal desires, another extremely challenging issue faced by couples over time is how to recover from past hurts and painful experiences. A miscarriage, a death, an affair, one partner’s period of excessive gambling, substance abuse, incidents of physical or emotional violence in the couple, or use of online pornography when the other partner does not approve—in each of these situations, one partner may be more upset than another or has been victimized by the other. These events can freeze a relationship in time if one partner feels unable to move beyond the event. Time moves on but does not heal, and the present and future become an uninterrupted extension of the past. Flow is difficult if not impossible in such conditions: Just as a river that is frozen solid cannot flow, neither can a relationship frozen by a painful past event. Time stands still, at least for one partner, and so time stands still for both.

Much as we may desperately want to move on and put the past in its place, the traumatic event keeps ringing in our heads. When negative events occur that are outside our expectations of fairness and safety, and over which we have little or no control, we may experience symptoms of trauma.

What are the symptoms of trauma? Trauma is an overused, vague, yet powerful word. Persons who have experienced serious traumatic events—rape, incest, domestic violence, torture, homelessness, natural disasters, war—on the one hand may have intrusions, such as repeated, unbidden thoughts, memories, and nightmares. Things (people, objects, events) in the present suddenly flood them with images and associated feelings about the event. At other moments, they may experience a sense of emotional numbness, of almost forgetting what happened, a kind of temporary amnesia, associated with the protective psychological defense of denial. That state of denial can then be just as quickly disrupted when something reminds them of the events, and they’re back in intrusion land. This pendulum between intrusions and denial is a normal, albeit painful, response to trauma.

Traumatic events perpetrated by our partners or any close person are different from car accidents or even violence perpetrated by a stranger. Our marriage or long-term bond is generally based on a deep level of trust, as well as the belief that our partners care about us, are not trying to exert undue control over us, would not violate our integrity or the integrity of the relationship, and are committed to us and our well-being. Additionally, though in many cases we may never again encounter the stranger who perpetrated violence on us, and a war or natural disaster may end, or we may be able to leave the place that reminds us of the traumatic events, when it’s our partner who did something that resulted in a trauma, they remain in our lives, a constant reminder of those painful, upsetting events. Because of that, it is difficult to move readily beyond the past, because the person who caused it is in our present lives.
Overcoming these difficult, significant issues takes work, and in some cases, one partner’s sense of physical, emotional, or spiritual integrity and safety may be sufficiently violated that she or he cannot continue in the relationship.

Without diving into any one of these complex issues in detail, I can tell you that if a couple is to move beyond them, certain universal steps need to occur.1

Step 1: Talk About the Painful Past

The partner who committed an act that caused the other partner anguish—whether intentionally or unintentionally—typically wants to move on and does not want to talk about it. After all, this event occurred in the past, it is not occurring in the present, and he or she may have apologized already. Why belabor it? The partner in pain wants and needs to talk about it. The partner who wants to move on feels the other is punishing him or her by refusing to move on and by insisting on talking about it. The partner in pain feels the other is punishing her or him by refusing to acknowledge the seriousness of the event or to talk about it.

The bottom line is that if one of you feels stuck and in pain about a past event, then the two of you need to talk more about it. This is based on my lowest common denominator theory of what must be dealt with and talked about by couples. If one partner feels there’s a problem, there’s a problem for both until both feel they can move on. Quite likely, if you’re in this stuck place, you did not engage the communication and problem-solving skills and the approach to identifying hidden issues that I’ve described here. You need to use these skills, because it’s highly likely that one of you (probably the one who did the painful “it,” but possibly both of you) at some point withdraws or invalidates the other, or wants to rush to solutions before all the feelings and meanings have been fully expressed and understood.

This detailed, patient, slowed-down approach to communication and building understanding may result in an effective plan. Or one or both of you may conclude that the integrity of the relationship has been so strongly violated that you must separate. If the conclusion is that separation is necessary, it is useful to seek the guidance of a professional therapist or mediator to help make the separation as amicable and as nondestructive as possible—especially if you have children.

Before you decide to divorce each other, it might be useful to try joining together to divorce the problem patterns that cause you pain. Try making one last committed effort to not reenact the problematic patterns that got you into conflict in the first place. Try to step outside of the ice sculpture your relationship has become, which holds you in postures of mutual antagonism. See if you can start to make small changes that please each other. And certainly, if you are going to move beyond a painful past, at least one of you has some apologizing to do.

Step 2: Create Apology Rituals

Simply talking and developing insight about the painful past rarely puts it aside. You need to enact symbolic rituals of apology and of moving on that provide a useful wedge between the past and the present and future. These rituals can be one-time events or can be repeated daily or weekly until they are no longer necessary. One-time rituals may include each partner making a list of old hurts and then stuffing these lists into a bottle and sending them out to sea, setting them afame, or burying them in the yard and planting a tree over them—with each partner stating commitments to let go of the painful past once and for all and embrace the present. Repeated rituals may involve one-way or mutual apologies for hurtful actions, followed by a statement of dedication to treating each other lovingly and respectfully.

I recommend a general script. It should be repeated in the morning before the partners are apart for the day (assuming at least one leaves the home for work or other activities) and again in the evening upon reconvening. “I want you to know that I know that sometime during the day, you will probably think about what I did and how upset you are about it. Something will probably remind you. And I am sorry for that, really sorry. I am not doing it any longer, and I hope that you don’t have to suffer any longer.” In the evening, the words are changed to the past tense: “I want you to know that I know that sometime during the day, you probably thought about what I did…”

Important: The partner who has been hurt has no responsibility to forgive the other partner, now or forever. Some behaviors cannot be forgiven. So the goal is not to forgive but to put the painful experience in its proper place, a kind of relationship cul-de-sac, and move on.

This intervention is highly effective, because in addition to including a repeated apology and indication that the person who did the “it” takes responsibility for incurring the partner’s hurt, the responsibility is on the person who did the “it” to initiate remembering the effects that the action likely had on the partner. In a way, it disrupts the polarizing pattern of overfunctioning and underfunctioning. Instead of the hurt person being stuck with the task of
Play Regularly

When a band has a long hiatus from playing together, it often takes quite a bit of work to get the groove back—to reestablish the sense of easy “we” and mutual flow that characterize musical ensembles at their best. In these moments, it’s hard to learn new material or play at your creative best. You need to stick to the familiar tunes and just try to make those sound good. As Al Cattabiani, resident wise man and guitarist in my rock ‘n roll and R&B band Daddy O, says when we’re rehearsing after a spell and someone wants to add new tunes to the repertoire, “We can’t really try out any new stuff until we get the rust off.”

In the same way, when couples go for long stretches without leisure time, they lose the spark, the glue, the juice—pick your metaphor, but it’s all about losing the sense of “we” and flow. Certainly, we may be connected through the daily routines of home care, chores, child care, and reporting on the day’s work. However, as discussed in chapters 7 and 8, the daily routines often have a way of reducing, more than increasing, the deep sense of intimacy. To maintain and refresh this sense of intimacy, there’s no substitute for play.

Research supports this point. For instance, one longitudinal study found that an increase from an average 1.7 hours per week to 4.9 hours per week of shared leisure time resulted in a 50 percent reduction of the probability of marriages ending. This sort of result has been repeatedly affirmed, and the amount of leisure time a couple spends together has long been found to be one of the most important predictors of relationship satisfaction and lower levels of marital conflict.

Part of what’s so appealing about the strong connection between relationship satisfaction and leisure time is that it’s intuitive and reciprocal. Common leisure interests play a huge role in determining compatibility and providing a context for self-disclosure during the courtship phase, so it follows naturally that a happier couple wants to spend time together doing the things that they love. At the same time, spending free time together fosters closeness, communication, and shared experience. Partners spend time together because they are happier with one another, and spending time together makes them happier. The converse also appears to be true: The more partners pursue individual, independent activities, the less satisfied they are in their marriages, and unhappy couples are more likely to pursue leisure activities separately. In fact, the amount of leisure time spent together is a characteristic that distinguishes satisfied from distressed couples.
So while happy couples still find time to spend together and reap the rewards of that time together, more dissatisfied couples may be drifting apart as they spend less and less time together.\(^5\)

On the surface, the leisure time–relationship satisfaction correlation may seem like a simple formula for a successful partnership. But putting it into practice is considerably more difficult. We have little available free time in our hectic lives. In the shuffle of competing demands, leisure time is increasingly seen as a luxury rather than a necessity. Domestic labor and social and family obligations are the "new leisure." One partner might like it; the other might not.\(^5\) Learning to use chores as leisure is the key to defeating the fifth myth of couple time: the mistaken notion that housework and chores shall never be associated with fun, pleasure, or connection.

Full-time dual-earner couples tend to give up their time with the nuclear family and with close friends rather than time with institutional social networks (like clubs or social groups) or solitary time. When time is scarce, being with family and friends (including children, spouses, and significant others) is seen as the most flexible and easiest to change or decrease. Herein lies a paradox: Though friends and family time is most highly valued, pragmatically, it's the easiest to sacrifice because of easier access to those people.\(^5\) But the result is that we feel less valuable to one another as partners.

It's important to talk about your expectations and desires for how to spend your leisure time. Without open conversation about each other's time allocation, you may watch how your partner dedicates time and assume the worst—that he or she prefers to spend time doing anything other than spending time with you.\(^46\)

People have different ways of thinking about their time, and they use those frameworks both to make their own decisions and to evaluate others' decisions. For couples, successful negotiation about leisure time involves getting onto the same page as well as understanding and respecting each other's needs and desires. Ultimately, the challenge of spending time with our loved ones is about making choices that will honor both partners' respective obligations outside the couple and family, their desires and expectations, and finding a fairly balanced compromise.

It's also important that you and your partner share responsibility for organizing leisure time. Too often, as with domestic chores and child care, it is women that end up managing the social calendar and arranging fun and exciting activities, even if they work just as many hours as men. Given the strong connection between leisure time and couple closeness, it's not surprising that numerous studies have found that women also bear more of the burden of maintaining the emotional needs of the relationship than men do.\(^47\)

The obligation to maintain relationship quality through arranging leisure time can also come at the expense of women's own enjoyment. Women are much more willing than men to spend time pursuing their partners' leisure activities than have them do the activity without them.\(^48\) This is especially common at the beginning of relationships and can set a pattern for a dangerous trend of self-sacrifice on women's part. Women are also more likely than are men to spend time with their male partners' friends and family, even if they don't enjoy their company.\(^48\) Given the increasing demands on one's time by work, children, friends, and relatives, women who spend time doing activities they don't enjoy or with people they don't like may become resentful yet unable to express those concerns.\(^48\)

If you're involved with such a woman or if you are such a woman, it's important to realize that this happens at the expense of women's own interests.\(^48\) It's important that men take part in maintaining the emotional needs of the relationship both by telling their wives what they need and by changing their behavior in response to their wives' needs. Husbands should also share equally the planning and coordination of leisure time with the family and for the couple. Both of these acts have the potential to help wives feel that they have a true partner in day-to-day planning and in tending to the health of the relationship.\(^48\) One study found that when men pursued leisure activities that they enjoyed and that their wives didn't, both parties reported marital dissatisfaction 10 years later. Also, husbands were less happy if participating in mutually liked leisure activities alone, and wives were less happy when men pursued activities they liked alone. This finding suggests that both men and women want to spend time with each other.\(^47\)

Some couples are able to successfully navigate the tricky balance of time together versus alone time. Independent leisure activities are not harmful to a marriage and actually can enhance the relationship when the active partner feels supported and affirmed by the other partner. How much satisfaction one partner gets from a leisure activity and how that affects a couple depends largely on how the other partner feels about the activity. Doing an activity that doesn't involve your partner can be good for you and good for the relationship.\(^48\) But if your partner feels that this independent activity takes away time from the relationship or family too often or too much, it can backfire.\(^49\)

The adjustment to parenthood can take a very big toll on a marriage or long-term relationship. A drop in time for leisure activities, marital
interaction, and happiness occurs immediately after a couple's first child is born. After having children, the structure of a couple's leisure life changes dramatically. Leisure becomes less spontaneous, less autonomous, and more home-based.

Differences in how men and women respond to and think about parenthood in relation to leisure also emerge. Because they are more involved in the day-to-day care-giving responsibilities, women consider time with children more like work than leisure. The care giving and domestic work is so overwhelming that leisure time becomes a very low priority. In contrast, for new fathers, parenthood and leisure are much more linked. Men tend to be less involved in the care-giving responsibilities and instead engage in a leisure-based parenting by pursuing their interests with their children. Conflict may arise because mothers may crave time away from the family while fathers may want to spend their free time as a family.

On top of those differences, mothers tend to be the planners of couple time, but fathers are the ones who more frequently come up with the idea to have couple time (presumably because they are less preoccupied with care-giving duties). But while fathers prefer spontaneous couple time, mothers end up planning the kind of leisure time that they want: away from the home and without the children. Even when a couple does manage to get away from the children, challenges persist. For example, if the scheduled activity is not enjoyable to both partners or if one or both of the partners is not in the right mood, an expectation for the time to be extra special can make the reality of a mediocre time a huge disappointment.

It's important to establish strong leisure rhythms before you have a child. Doing so paves the way for an easier time once a child is born.

Not all leisure activities are created equal. Researchers have distinguished between core and balance activities, which serve different purposes in a relationship. Leisure activities provide contexts for couples and families to fulfill the needs for reliability and familiarity as well as novelty and excitement. Core activities are those that are home- or neighborhood-based and require little planning and few resources. They are often spontaneous and informal and include everyday activities, such as eating dinner, playing board games, taking walks, and even adding playfulness to mundane housework. Most everyday activities for couples involve a combination of interactions and usually entail conversation, including catching up, planning, and small talk. These activities supply a safe and positive environment in which the couple can explore boundaries and clarify family and couple roles. These activities can also promote understanding of each other, a context for expressing affection, and a sense of consistency and structure.

In addition to structure and stability, relationships also need opportunities to promote change. Balance activities are those that are less common, less frequent, out of the ordinary, and novel, and include vacations, outdoor recreation (like camping), and going to the theater. These activities are much more common at the beginning of relationships and are necessary for couples to form a romantic attachment. As a relationship progresses through life cycle changes, couples often decrease the frequency of trying new things. Yet exciting and novel activities allow a couple to adapt to new situations and challenges together, sharing experiences of learning and change. Just as a band needs a core set of tunes that define their identity and are easy to play (their greatest hits), they need to add new tunes to the repertoire, or the experience of making music goes flat. A healthy relationship needs both balance and core activities to maintain a level of stability while avoiding the stagnancy of boredom by engaging in novel experiences that foster growth.

The challenges that accompany novel activities improve relationships by promoting each partner's self-expansion. At the beginning of a romantic relationship, self-expansion is in overdrive as partners are spending lots of time together, getting to know each other through conversation, enjoying their favorite activities together, and incorporating aspects of their new partner and their shared experiences into their concepts of self. Those shared experiences are also flooded with positive feelings, making the new partner and the relationship a worthy goal. Over time, novel activities decrease, and the level of challenge drops off. Boredom can set in, making both partners dissatisfied with the relationship. Maintaining a high level of stimulation can foster more satisfaction and passionate love in a partnership. Self-expansion is closely related to flow in that both are fostered by novel, challenging, and energizing activities. And after a flow experience, individuals incorporate their newly acquired information, skills, and experience into their senses of selves.

If these activities are shared with a partner, the relationship is imbued with positive feelings and is seen as a source of growth and exploration. Participation in activities that activate flow and self-expansion lead to increases in relationship satisfaction and positive feelings about the relationship. And again, satisfaction and flow influence each other—partners experience more flow activation when they are more satisfied in their relationships.
Like many couples, you may feel overwhelmed with the practical challenges of creating opportunities for play, growth, and flow, especially when time and money are scarce. But if any time together can be considered leisure time with the potential for flow, you can create new opportunities to cultivate growth and closeness without always having to go all out.

∞

I sincerely hope that this is the beginning of a journey toward creating and sustaining a deeply satisfying life together by putting the power of time and rhythm to work for your relationship. To quote William Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night, “If music be the food of love, play on.” And I would add, of all the aspects of music that parallel intimate relationships, getting in sync in your rhythms is the key to happiness. Put into play the practices you learned in this chapter—using strong communication and problem-solving skills, cultivating deep understanding of one another, thanking and complimenting, being gentle in your requests for change, balancing support for each other’s individuality with strengthening the “we,” overcoming the painful times that may lock you in an everlasting past, and preserving time for play and leisure—and you will do fine.

Approach your relationship ever mindful of the importance of reveling the time side of your conflicts; reveling your differences in time orientation, pace, rhythm, punctuality, time perspective, and time allocation; revising the rhythms that don’t work for you, and reaffirming those that do; and rehearsing the new rhythms until they are automatic. You will meet the inevitable challenges of life and stay in the groove. If you can remember to try these things (don’t try to be perfect!), you’ll be fine. From one drummer to another (that’s you and your partner), I say, “Play on!” And remember—it’s about Time!
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1 Time and Rhythm

1. All names, occupations, and other identifying details have been changed for all persons described in this book to preserve anonymity.
10. The one exception is a trait called neuroticism, which is basically the tendency to view the self and others critically—and no wonder, since frequent criticism tends to tear down a partner’s sense of value and acceptance. See "Research on the Nature and Determinants of Marital Satisfaction: A Decade in Review," by T. N. Bradbury, E. D. Fincham, and S. R. H. Beach, 2000, Journal of Marriage and the Family, 63, 964–980.
15. See Fighting for Your Marriage, by Markman, Stanley, and Blumberg, 2010.

2 Time in Mind

1. I’ll use these three terms—time conceptions, time orientations, and time types—interchangeably to refer to these broad ideas about time. Although time perspective
might seem another good linguistic candidate to describe these broad ideas, that term has been used by researchers to describe whether one is primarily oriented toward the past, the present, or the future. More about time perspective in chapter 5.

2. Although overall we experience time as flowing at about the same pace day after day, a number of factors influence our perception of how quickly or slowly time passes in the moment or from one period of our lives to another. The influencing factors include our general level of arousal (the more aroused we are, especially if negatively, the faster time seems to move, and vice versa), whether we are in a state of flow (when we are deeply immersed in experience and activity, we may feel that time is not moving at all), and our age (children judge the passage of time as slower than do adults, and older adults judge time passage as more rapid than do young adults). See review in Temporal Matters in Social Psychology: Examining the Role of Time in the Lives of Groups and Individuals (pp. 33–38), by J. E. McGrath and F. Tschann, 2004, Washington, DC: American Psychological Association.

3. There are several excellent educational videos by the great jazz and rock drummer Steve Smith (leader of the jazz group Vital Information and longtime drummer in the pop rock band Journey) that cover the history of time-keeping in drums and that compare the different time feels of some of the greatest drummers. You don't have to be a drummer to enjoy them! Drum Legacy: Standing on the Shoulders of Giants, by S. Smith, 2008, New York: Hudson Music, www.hudsonmusic.com. If you're interested in seeing a demonstration by great drum masters on the subde differences in the art of playing jazz brushes (those sticks with a set of fine wires at the end that make a swish sound), check out the video The Art of Playing with Brushes, by S. Smith and A. Nussbaum, 2006, New York: Hudson Music.


5. My history is not nearly as detailed or erudite as that written by the great physicist Stephen Hawking, and is quite different. It focuses on the sociology and psychology of time and how certain socioeconomic and religious forces have sponsored and privileged one conception of time over another. In Hawking's A Brief History of Time: From the Big Bang to Black Holes (1988, New York: Bantam Books), he focuses on the development of chronological time and the ways that physicists like Einstein have questioned the assumed lockstep progression of time into the future.


7. More on issues around time management and work in chapter 7.


29. "Love at First Sight or Friends First?" by Barelida and Barelida-Dijkstra, 2007.


3. The Tortoise and the Hare


14. Other drummers say the same: See John Riley's The Art of Tap Drumming, 1994, Miami, FL: Manhattan Music Publications.
17. One issue we’ll discuss in chapter 8 is the negative effects of overwork on sexual arousal and intimacy. See also Mating in Captivity: Reconciling the Erotic and the Domestic, by E. Perel, 2006, New York: HarperCollins.
18. See chapter 7 in Carl Honore’s In Praise of Slowness for a humorous and informative inside view of Tantric sex courses.

4 Syncing Your Relationship Rhythms


12. These levels overlap with but are not identical to the micro, molar, and macro human interaction rhythms I describe later. For instance, within the broad chronobiological category of ultradian rhythms are those I’d categorize as micro, lasting milliseconds to seconds, as well as molar activities that last minutes to hours but are shorter than the circadian 24-hour cycle.
6 Resolving Struggles about Punctuality


2. I am using the terms Generally Punctual Partner (GPP) and Rarely Punctual Partner (RPP) because it's the rare person who is almost never punctual. Rather, the differences are a matter of degree and context: A person may be frequently late in social situations or more specifically, when it comes to meeting up with his partner, but on time for work; the partner who is almost always punctual for meetings with her mate may not be as concerned with being punctual for large parties.


13. Levine assessed the average "pace of life" of large cities in 31 countries through three measures: (1) surreptitiously timing people's average speed of walking alone for 60 feet on a flat, unobstructed, uncrowded, and sufficiently broad sidewalk on a clear summer day; (2) timing the speed with which it took postal clerks to respond to a request for stamps; and (3) documenting the accuracy of 15 randomly selected bank clocks as compared to an accurate indicator of the time. From these combined assessments, the top-paced countries were Switzerland, Ireland, and Germany; slowest paced were Brazil, Indonesia, and Mexico. It's important to note that Levine uses the term "pace of life" more broadly than I do. He defines pace of life as "the flow or movement of time that people experience" (p. 3). Tempo, or the actual speed with which activities are conducted, he considers one component of the overall pace of life, which also includes the sense of the flow of time, rhythms (for instance, the pattern of work time and nonwork time), sequences (the typical order of activities), and synchronies (the degree to which people and their activities are connected in time). I use the term "pace of life" to denote speed or tempo of activities. As you've seen in previous chapters, I consider rhythms to be different from pace (since rhythms can be carried out at different paces or tempos) and sequences to be one component of rhythm. I consider "synchronies" as the issue of whether people are linked in their rhythms.


7. The Great Juggling Act, Part II


2. "Why Study Working Families?" by B. Schneider and L. J. Waite, in Being Together: Working Apart: Dual Career Families and the Work-Life Balance (pp. 3–17), ed. B. Schneider and L. J. Waite, 2005, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Schneider and Waite write in their introduction to their report on a national study of 500 families, "Nearly all mothers and fathers report conflicts between work and family, and when these conflicts occur, the family is more likely to suffer than work. For most working parents, trade-offs and compromises between family and work obligations appear to be unavoidable." (p. 7)


17. Ibid., p. 7.

18. Ibid., p. 7.


20. Overwork in America (pp. 8–9), by Galinsky et al., 2005.

21. The Families and Work Survey (Overwork in America, p. 9, by Galinsky et al., 2005) found that the 20 percent of employees who frequently work during nonwork hours are most likely to work on vacations.


37. Jerry Jacobs and Kathleen Gerson offer statistics indicating little change in the length of the work week from 1960 until 2000. They argue that the increase in overall work hours for families is due to increased annual work hours for women (more weeks a year, rather than more hours per week). See The Time Divide: Work, Family, and Gender Inequality, by J. A. Jacobs and K. Gerson, 2004, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.
41. Overwork in America, by Galinsky et al., 2005.
44. Overwork in America (p. 4), by Galinsky et al., 2005.
45. No, that's not a typo—sometimes it's just impossible to "grin" and bear it, and instead we have to harness our toughness, our true grit, to get through quite difficult periods at work. It's a jungle out there!
50. Overwork in America (p. 4), by Galinsky et al., 2005.
55. "A Wild Ride on the Swivel Chair," by I. Belkin, New York Times, Sept. 29, 1999, p. G1. Although advertisements for items related to home offices always depict smiling parents working away with their kids happily looking on (or working at an adjoining desk on their own computer), many home-office parents describe even more intense problems balancing their work and family time than when they worked in out-of-home offices. The physical boundary and commute between the workplace and home previously allowed a greater degree of regulation of the work-family boundary. When the office moves to the home, the temporal boundary becomes increasingly central, but it can be extremely challenging to maintain this boundary when pressure mounts to complete projects or to make "just a few" more phone calls.
57. Overwork in America (p. 5), by Galinsky et al., 2005.
63. Few ideas are truly, completely new. Certainly not one that makes as much practical sense as using one's commuting to wind down. I want to acknowledge that among their many other great suggestions for achieving work-life balance, Jim Levine and Todd Pittinsky mentioned this one in their book Working Fathers. I know I won't get sued by these authors for plagiarizing their material—first, because I am citing it and including it in my list of sources; second, I must admit that I only recently read their book, published in 1997, and I have been writing about my ideas for work-life balance independently for many years. But third, and best of all, Jim is my literary agent!

8 The Great Juggling Act, Part II
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9 Syncing and Flowing as a Couple


5. *Fighting for Your Marriage*, by H. J. Markman, S. M. Stanley, and S. L. Blumberg, 2010 (3rd ed.), San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. PREP® was created and has been research-tested for over 30 years by my colleagues Markman and Scott Stanley, their colleagues at the University of Denver’s Center for Marital Studies, and others around the world. For 13 years, I directed and researched PREP® at the New York University Medical School and Child Study Center.
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